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Space and time are criticalSpace and time are critical

"Everything that happens, happens 
somewhere in space and time" (Michael 
Wegener)
Geoinformation
– links properties/attributes/characteristics to 

locations in space-time
– decomposable into atomic tuples <x,z>



Six arguments for locationSix arguments for location

Integration of disparate data and 
processes
– the GIS layer cake
– linking through common site

The importance of context
– situation
– nearby facilities, events



More arguments for locationMore arguments for location

Spatial processes
– modeling diffusion, spread through time
– atmospheric plumes
– tsunamis

Space and time appear explicitly in the 
process model
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More arguments for locationMore arguments for location

Design and optimization of systems
– location, distance appear in objective 

function
– location to minimize distance traveled

• location-allocation problems
– location to minimize visibility
– location to minimize vulnerability



More arguments for locationMore arguments for location

Space and time as dimensions for 
organizing information
– and retrieving information from 

archives/warehouses/digital libraries
– the geolibrary

• a library whose contents can be searched by 
location

– the geoportal
• a single point of access to geoinformation and 

geoservices





The final argument: the locations 
of computing
The final argument: the locations 
of computing

User location U
– perhaps U1 through Un

Subject location S
– traditionally independent of U

Data location D
Processing location P



Stages of problem solvingStages of problem solving

Problem 
definition
Problem 
definition

Data 
acquisition
Data 
acquisitionDesignDesign

IntegrationIntegration

AnalysisAnalysis

InterpretationInterpretationPresentationPresentation



Why does it take so long?Why does it take so long?

Analysis at the speed of light
Why can't we solve problems in real 
time?
How can we make it faster?
Disaster management requires rapid 
response







A 5-stage modelA 5-stage model
1. Specify1. Specify

2. Search2. Search

3. Assess3. Assess

4. Retrieve4. Retrieve

5. Open5. Open



























Objectives of interoperabilityObjectives of interoperability

Using technology to overcome 
differences
– rather than imposing uniformity
– enabling rather than intrusive
– specifications not standards

Bridging information communities
Speeding and easing access to data



Major forces in spatial data 
interoperability
Major forces in spatial data 
interoperability

U.S. National Spatial Data Infrastructure
– Federal Geographic Data Committee

Open GIS Consortium
– industry, government, academic

National, regional, and international 
standards organizations











Data models as templatesData models as templates

Traditional GIS data models
– templates for representing the contents of 

maps
• coverage
• shapefile

Object-oriented data modeling
– representing the classes of objects of 

importance to the application



Source:  Tufte, 2001



Use Case: Minard Map













A data model for disaster 
management
A data model for disaster 
management

A prepared template
Rapidly populated
– using prepared routines

Prepared analysis functions
Up and running within minutes



Computing in the presence of the 
subject matter
Computing in the presence of the 
subject matter

U = S
– or S = U1 through Un

Managing the disaster on the spot
Collaborative technologies 
Augmented not virtual reality
Mobile, ubiquitous GIS
– location-based services





The technologies of U = SThe technologies of U = S

Portable, wearable devices
– user interfaces

Positioning
– the device knows where it is

Wireless communication









How does a system know 
where it is?
How does a system know 
where it is?

GPS onboard
– cellphone

Triangulation from towers
Determined at system build time
IP address











LimitationsLimitations
Two-dimensional
Outdoors
– tree canopy
– urban canyons

A true LBS would know where it was at any 
time
– in three dimensions
– within structures
– to limits of geographic resolution
– sub-meter



SummarySummary

Disaster management is an inherently spatial 
problem
Technologies are needed for rapid acquisition 
of data from networks
A major effort is needed to develop an 
appropriate data model
– and associated methods

New location-measurement technologies are 
needed that perform in all environments
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